
Escape to explore
with Escape Box



We proudly present our products:

Tour Box
Eco Box
Eco Box +
Land Box 

Manufactured in Poland | Gdansk, the original module construction of the Escape Box
is the higheis the highest quality equipment, providing safety, comfort, freedom and pleasure of driving.

Because home is where you park it!



Escape Box is a module which you plug into the trunk of your van to convert it into 
a comfortable, full-fledged campervan. This solution allows you to enter every space
available for cars but thanks to our equipment you can still feel like home. Escape Box 
is available in several sizes and types ranging from a simple bed to a fully equipped module
and it fits most vans, small and large. Our idea for the installation does not require any
modifications – just insert it into the car, screw it into the original mounting holes, connect
it to the ciit to the cigarette lighter socket and it's ready.



For those who plan longer trips into the wilderness, where for several days there will be 
no access to electricity, water and other elements of civilization, we have the Tour Box –
containing a 23-liter water tank, gas cartridge stove, refrigerator and a super comfortable
mattress. Just take some food and beverage with you and you are ready for a trip!
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For surfers, cyclists and those who need only a bed, a refrigerator and a small stove in their
campervan, we have prepared a modular eco version – Eco Box which can also be
equipped with an additional kitchen module. It includes a portable gas stove and 
a removable water tank. Everything will fit into a modular cabinet that can be easily
dismantled.
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Optionally, you can extend the Eco Box to Eco Box + which includes a camping stove with 
gas cartridges, additional drawer for smaller items and easily accessible and removable 
water tank. Everything will fit into a modular cabinet that can be easily dismantled. 
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Land Box is the newest and smallest version of Escape Box. Designed to house the cooker
and water module together with a small refrigerator. Compatible with a large number of
suv and minivans.

The premiere and sale of the product is scheduled for August 2021.
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Reach us by

info@escapevans.pl
+48 888 888 021

www.escapevans.pl

facebook.com/escapevans
instagram.com/escapevans


